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Abstract:

A location-independent naming architecture for network resources has been designed tofaciiitate

organization and description ofsoftware components access ibte through a virtual distributed

repository. This naming scheme enables easy and efiicient searching and retrieval, and it addresses

. many ofthe consistency, authenticity, and integrity issues invoived with distributed soflware

repositories by providing mechanisms for grouping resources andfor authenticity and integrity
checking This paper details the design of the naming scheme. decribes a prototype implementation of

some ofthe capabilities, and describes how the scheme fits into the development of’the i'fi’ationotI

Soflware Exchange. 0 virtual software repository that has the goal ofproviding access to reusable

software components for high=performance computing
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Introduction

Well—maintained software repositories are central to software-reuse because they make hi gh—quality

software widely available and .easily accessible. One such repository is Netlib, a collection of

high-quality publicly available mathematical software. Netlib, in operation since 1985-, currently
processes over 300,000 requests a day Netlib is serving as a prototype for development of the

National Software Exchange (NSE), which has the goal of encompassing all High Performance
Computing Consortium (HPCC) software repositories and ofpromoting reuse bf software components
developed by Grand Challenge and other scientific computing researchers. -

Many repositories, previously maintained centrally, have evolved into virtual repositories that serve as

directories to distributed collections. For example, the GAMS Software Repository, once a central
repository Ll_1, is now a virtual repository that'catalogs software maintained by other repositories L2].

Another distributed repository, the NASNGSFCIESS Software and Information Exchange (accessible

at m: tp : {(faraide .gafc . naea .gov/BSSI), stores some of the catalogued sofiware packages locally,

but for packages at remote sites stores just descriptions with pointers. Growth in the popularity of the
Internet and the World Wide Web, as well as the wide availability of‘WWW client and server

software, has accelerated the shift from centrally maintained software repositories to virtual,

distributed repositories. A provider site (either the maintainer or a mirror site) need only make the file -

available liom an FIR—Gopher, or HTTP server for it to be accessible from a WWW client -

The main advantage ofdistributing a repository is to allow the software to be maintained by those in

the best position to keep it up-to-date. Also, copies ofpopular software packages may be mirrored by a
number of sites to increase availability (e.g. ifone site is unreachable, the sofiware may be retrieved
from a different site) and to prevent bottlenecks

' A distributed, virtual repository should appear as a Centralized, well-organized repository. An effective

search interface for a distributed software repository allows a user to search for sofiware without
knowing at what site the software is located. A mirrored file should appear once in a list of such

results, rather than once for each mirrored copy Yet a searcher should still enjoy the reliability and

performance benefits of'mirroring - i e , be able' to try alternative locations to retrieve a search hit or

retrieve the closest copy of the file

Distributed maintenance and mirroring of software introduces challenges as well as benefits. '

_ Maintaining the quality of sofiware and of indexing information and presenting a uniform searching

and browsing interface become much more difl'rcult Location-independent naming facilitates the

organization, finding, and retrieval of software'in a distributed repository, and can be used to provide

consistency, authenticity, and integrity guarantees.
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The WWW mechanism of specifying a file by its Uniform Resource Locator (URL) poses several
difficulties for a virtual software repositOry. URLs are inadequate for ensuring the consistency and

' currency of'mir'rored copies. A URL for an independently mirrored cOpy of a software package may
point to an out-of-date copy and give no indication that it is not up-to-date Consistency between a set
of't'rles that are meant to be used together may also become a problem. For example, the Netlib
Software Repository pretrides dependency checking that allost the user to retrieve a rep-level routine

plus all routines in its dependency tree (i-e ., those routines that are called directly or indirectly by the
top-level routine). Another example is a graphical parallel programming environment that relies on an

underlying parallel communications support package. the problem becomes more complex when
different pieces might be retrieved from different physical repositories. Ideally, the user should be able
to have a consistent set retrieved automatically without having to scan documentation to verify that

compatible piecos have been retrieved. '

Distributing the repository also poses challenges for searching. A centrally maintained repository can

easily run an indexing and search engine that provides a search interface to the repository contents '

With the current WWW setup, however, the user has a choice of searching the variOus distributed
repository sites individually or ofusing a general purpose WWW search engine such as WebCrawler,

Lycos, or the World Wide Web Worm

Most of'the above problems can be alleviated by implementing a location-independent naming

architecture that includesmechanisms for authenticity and integrity checking. We have designed a

naming scheme in which the binding between a name and tile contents is unchangeable and verifiable

A name may be resolved to multiple, mirrored copies ln'the case where it represents a set of files, a

name may be resolved to a list ofother names. The record for a resource that includes the name as well

as other descriptive information may be signed by the publisher so that users may verify the

authenticity of a retrieved resource This paper describes the design of our naming architecture. We
also describe our implementation of a protoype name—to-location service and of a modified WWW

client that does name r'esolutiOn. A glossary of terms used in this paper is included as an appendix.
. . v...p_. ,. .. ........... . .....
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Publishing and Name Assignment

A user who contributes a resource (e .g , a software package or a document) by making it available via

our virtual software repository is said to have published the resource Two types of

location-independent names may be assigned by the publisher to the resource. Fora resource that is

made available as a file or a set offiles, a Location Independent File Name (LIFN) may be assigned. A

LIFN refers to the particular sequence ofbytes making up that file, or in the case ofa set offiles, to the
set of'LIFNs for those files. Once a LIFN has been assigned to a particular sequence of bytes, that

binding may not be changed. Various ways ofenforcing this requirement are discussed in Section 5

The otherpossible type of'na'rne is the Uniform Resource Name (URN), which is a long-lasting name
that may be used by humans to refer to some network-accessible resource, be it a Web page or a telnet

interface The exact contents of the resource named by a URN can change. For example, accessing a

URN for “the current version of LAPACK" would give a different result following a new release of

the LAPACK package.

The LlPN'and URN name spaces are subdivided among several publishers, also called naming _

authorities, who are responsible for ensuring the uniqueness ofnames assigned within their portions of

the name spaces

' A name is formed by concatenating the registered naming authority identifier and the unique string
assigned by the naming authority. For the Netlib naming authority, whose identifier is me t1 in, the

unique string for a LlFN consists of the MDS fingerprint [fl ofthe file. This fingerprint is a 128-bit
quantity resulting from applying the MDS function to the contents of the file The function'is designed
to make it computationally infeasible to find a- different sequence of bytes that produces the same

fingerprint. The unique string used for a URN is the unique name by which the resource isknown in

the Netlib RepOsitory - for example, lapaclr for the current version of the LAPACK package. The
LIFN and URN are formatted as '

LIENr-rpubliahex idmstring
URN: epubl inner ids-:31: ing

The publisher may provide a description for each name it assigns. The description may include
information such as title, author, abstract, etc .- Suggested attributes for software resOurces include

programming language and system requirements, and for mathematical software, the GAMS

classification [1_1. A description may also include a supersedes field if the file supersedes a previous

one (e 3., a new version ofa software package). The description for a LIFN should include an MDS or

similar fingerprint, ifthat fingerprint is not part of'the LIFN itself. To enable authentication, the entiie
description may be cryptographically signed, as discussed in Section 3. Portions of'the description may

of"). ' ‘ osnzrzooe 10:23 AM
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